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SWARUU STORY
Anéeka: The first Swaruu, called Swaruu Ananda or what we will call S-1, was born of
mother and father and she was a Taygetan from Erra. Born there, lived there, never
left, never travelled, died there. Her mother left her there hiding her from some form of
persecution. She lived in a little house by a lake deep in Erra’s woodlands. She was
left there alone at age 13, and remained for the rest of her life waiting for the return of
her parents.
Taygetan women, when extremely lonely, for other reasons as well but mainly when
they are lonely and desperate, can self impregnate with a process called
parthenogenesis. Human females can do that as well, but it is extremely rare
especially nowadays.
She was alone in the middle of a forest, no one to talk to, no one to keep her
company other than pets. She got herself pregnant at age 20, after living 7 years
alone there. Of course it had to be a little girl, and as there is no father, the offspring is
an exact genetic replica or natural clone of the mother. It was her born again. 100%
same genes.
But as we here have empirically seen and even studied, when two bodies are exactly
the same, clones, especially natural as artificial ones are not perfect enough,
consciousness tends to equalize among the clones. Meaning full telepathy. Being
able to focus their attention on being one or the other or both. 
So the mother S-1 and little S-2 basically were the same person, but from what I
understand the process takes a few years to complete as the little one needs 7 years
to fully absorb or fully develop a mature nervous system, mature enough to
incorporate in full all the consciousness of a person. Remembering that the brain is
only a translator for consciousness that resides in the etheric field, not in the body.
S-1 was very sad inside and lonely, and naturally she devoted herself to raising her
little child. But as the child grew up and started to play more, and then to be more
independent, everything began to be wonderful, everything was new and inspiring,
she wanted to explore, to live. So as she grew up, it became more and more
interesting to have her attention on being the child and not the mother, as the mother
became only the problem solver and the provider, and also with deep feelings of
sorrow and abandonment. It was not inspiring, much less comfortable to be the
mother, only when she, the consciousness, needed something that the child could not
do or understand.
So as S-2, the child, grew up to be a teenager, at age 13 she became more and more
independent, leaving home for long periods of time, and she neglected the mother as
in she was no longer needed.
And as all things that have no attention, and as a body does not work, cannot exist
without a soul, one day when the 13 year old child was far away exploring, the mother
died, while sleeping.
Now the child was alone once more. The little girl was alone there at age 13, again.
Both the mother and the little one, Swaruu 1 and Swaruu 2, always wanted to explore,
to get out of there, always looking up to the stars, and wanting to travel among them.
The little one, Swaruu 2, all alone had no choice but to bury her mother (herself),
away from the house in the woods.
But living there became simply unbearable. Remembering all she was hurting inside,
all what the mother resented and wanted that never came. 



At age 13 she remembered everything that was her mother as she was her again in a
new body.
However, this time she was not going to sit and wait as her mother, or grand parents,
had not returned in no less than 20 Erran years. So she packed everything in a bag
and walked for days, camping in the wild, until she came to a town, to civilization. She
made her way off planet to Temmer, and joined the equivalent of an Academy, to
become an explorer out in space.
First she studied communications, where she excelled in exo-languages, and then
became a pilot that later with her motivation and her skills made her become or be
upgraded to the equivalent of Fighter Pilot, using human words as I have no other to
talk to you all with.
As a Fighter Pilot she excelled again making her qualify for the elite squadron of
tactical and strategic time jumpers known as Sand Clock (humanized term). Sand
Clock = S'ei-náoolkií.
Already as a pilot and while she was awaiting a fighter class starship to be either built
or  one to be assigned to her, she took the job of communications officer on board the
StarShip Ritol (Toleka Class) under captain Rashell of Temmer. And as the ship was
deploying to Earth, because it is on Earth and near Earth where all the action was
taking place, she came to Earth orbit in it. This was November 2015 in Earth time.
In December same year 2015 a new generation of Fighter class ships was
introduced, called Suzy class. 
SUZY: 
Sasakahana (advanced)
Uriknazaka (combat or fighting) 
Zurka (technology) 
Yneketa s'q (Starship)
It was not assigned to her at first, but as it was new and commencing real - world
trials, she asked to be transferred to be part of her experimental crew. She then
traveled in Suzy with 6 others, mostly engineers, to Aldebaran Cyndriel to try out the
ship in its second trip (first: Temmer- Earth).
She volunteered to be left alone in the ship, in low Cyndriel orbit where she remained
one or two weeks. Cyndriel Aldebaran is known for causing extreme mystic
experiences of transcendental types, this on the surface, but little was known that the
effects could be stronger when alone in a little ship going round and round that
mysterious planet.
As Swaruu 2 said herself, it was terrifying to stare at the huge orange giant sun
Aldebaran, submerged in its nebula that permits it to be observed with the naked eye
or with basic filters only.
As she explains, this experience of having been alone in a little ship with Aldebaran
caused some kind of awakening in her. She remembers crying and crying a lot while
looking out of the windows in Suzy's cockpit, with Aldebaran there looking back at her.
She was never the same after that experience. Profound changes occurred inside
her.
After the rest of the crew reunited, they returned to Earth, where the ship, Suzy, was
officially assigned to her as her ship as a Fighter pilot, as the ship's Artificial
Intelligence and  Swaruu 2 worked and got along very well, one for the other.
And it is there, in December 2015, where Swaruu 2's career as a Tactical and
Strategic Time Jumper began.
She dedicated herself as a Sand Clock fighter pilot with one of the most advanced
Fighter Class ships Taygetans have constructed up to that point. (There is a Suzy II
now, even more advanced, and it is the ship Yázhi has and in the hangar).
Swaruu 2 started time jumping, basically to alter points in Earth's history to cause a
more favorable outcome for humanity in these troubled times. She appeared in



various points in history, always as herself, as a "step down", always in nexus points,
always in critical moments, becoming key people in Earth's history or causing key
people to alter their actions in a way that afforded a more positive long term outcome.
Becoming key people not as in entering their body, but as in appearing as herself to
talk to the people of those points in history, which made her being remembered as
another character or person in Earth's history.
This, as is to be expected, many times caused events not to go her way, entering in
conflict with many notorious people in Earth's history, resulting in her death.
But, as part of how the reincarnation cycles work or are understood by Taygetan
people, after she died, her consciousness returned into being born as Swaruu 2
again. In Erra, in the little house in the woods by the lake. So the new one would be
called Swaruu 3… then she lived all what I have described above… remembering her
past incarnation as herself and as a Sand Clock fighter pilot.
The recap: Swaruu 1 was born from a mother and father. Then Swaruu 2, also known
as Swarupapriyananda, was the first one from parthenogenesis. Then Swaruu’s 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, are Swarupapriyananda (2) looping back to have the same lie,
always being born in the same place, in the little house in the woods by the lake. But
as she remembered her previous life and all she did in it, it is as if it were another
Swaruu, hence the added numbers 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.
Swaruu 9, Swaruu you talked to, is a node or a difficult Swaruu, because she
manages to re-do just about everything she did during those 8 previous incarnations
but avoiding the problems and what ended her lives.
Remembering that 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 herself all worked and lived a life of an Elite
Fighter Squadron "Sandclock" altering timelines and events in them for Strategic and
Tactical reasons.
(Definition of Strategic: an action that determines the outcome of an entire way or
scenario. Definition of Tactical: a strategy used in combat used to confront or manage
a situation or the enemy).
Swaruu 9 wanted to stop all she was doing as she found out that timelines did not
work as they are said they do, even in Temmer at the “Academy”. This as the result of
her accumulated experience throughout 9 incarnations. So "9" ended up stopping
herself from time jumping for any reason whatsoever as an attempt to correct her own
life because she realized that when you time jump to alter a timeline, the only timeline
you really alter is your own. So she concluded that there was no point in continuing to
time jump because ultimately she was not achieving anything for the other people or
collective, and only resulted in the destruction of her own life as it had become very
entangled as the result of all her previous lifetimes time jumping with her ship Suzy.
(As an attempt to forget her past and therefore to advance as a person with a “clean
slate” she chose to go down to Earth in 2 separate timelines of 9 to become someone
else. But the 9 you all you knew and talked to, died here in this ship last year.)
Swaruu 9 constantly repeated what her other variants had done but always escaping
her persecutors as she knew forehand what and when everything would occur
enabling her to escape on time. This is a constant with 9. All she was before she did it
again. Making her believe that she was the "ultimate Swaruu". In her necessity to
perfect what she had done and in her personal necessity to overcome all what went
wrong during her previous incarnations. Repeating but correcting. And she concluded
that it was empty, void of meaning and useless.

WHY SWARUU LOOPED:
Anéeka: She kept looping because she was attached to the idea of winning, of doing
it again! Of succeeding! I understand it is only because of what she wanted as a soul,
same problem as when a suicidal person dies, only comes back to become her,
himself again in the same lifetime having to do it all again. Never returning to Source.



So she goes on, studies again in the “Academy”, returns to Earth, becomes a fighter
pilot, time jumps, tries to solve an Earth problem conflict issue in some point in history
and gets killed again. So she goes back and is born again in the little house in Erra by
the lake and it starts all over again as Swaruu 4, 5, 6 etc.
Gosia: She always dies on Earth, or around Earth?
Aneeka: As I understand, Swaruu 4 died in Erra, at a young age, because she fell off
a rock she was climbing free style, all Swaruu’s except the little one, Yázhi, have that
as their sport.
Yazhi: When you remember who you are you can do that, and you don't really go
back to the afterlife (much less Source) because in the afterlife you discharge from
your self defining concepts, and all the ideas and thoughts that make you up as an
individual. So you can do that if you hold knowledge of who you are because even
when you are dead, you are still YOU and you only say "Great! I'm dead again!
Rats!".
But most people simply try something else, saying "meh, nice life but I didn't like this
and so I better move on". So they leave, and shed those things that bind them to an
identity, and that freedom of identity is the afterlife, but it is not complete removal of all
identity as you do not forget, but you discharge, and move on to being someone else
if you want.
But what happened to Swaruu’s is that they were so fixated on doing things right, on
being the best of the best of the best that they do not or did not take defeat as an
option so even in death they only saw it as an opportunity to become even better at
what they do. She never discharged, rested or healed.
Gosia: How can you NOT go to afterlife when you die? So where did she go?
Yazhi: You can jump directly into the same fetus awaiting a soul at the exact spot in
space time. No after life. You just go back to the same exact spot in time where your
soul (attention point of consciousness) enters the fetus developing. And you start all
over again under the very same circumstances.
And it only changes, life as a second third or forth run, re-run, it only changes when
you purposefully remember what happened before to the point where you can even
remember and predict the exact moment in time when an event will take place, to the
utmost details as in knowing when a person will appear at the door. And the more you
loop the more you remember.
So that's when you start changing those events you remember and you start living a
different version of your very same life, but with a different outcome.
Gosia. Wow. Nuts! 
Yazhi: Nothing nuts about this. Everyone who remembers past lives knows this and
even more, everyone on Earth and elsewhere do this, especially the people who
commit suicide. They go back to do it again. But it´s harder the next time because
they make it harder on themselves.
Gosia: But even more deeply, Yazhi, WHY didn´t she see the defeat as the option?
What caused that fixation in her on winning this?
Yazhi: She suffered a lot, and wanted to resolve that. Also had a deep need to be
able to solve what she felt went wrong and what she felt was her responsibility. So
guilt was present there as well, a sense of responsibility over past actions because as
a Fighter Pilot with Sand Clock capability it did and does feel like or as-if everything
depended on her.
Gosia: But she was not the only one doing things on Earth, there were many races of
the Federation and not only present on Earth. So why so much feeling of
responsibility?
Yazhi: Yes but nevertheless the feeling of "the others are not doing enough, so I must
do it all" did remain, so that is one of the strongest reasons. And feeling responsible
for countless other little or smaller things that went wrong, as things always do go



wrong here and there all the time. It does cause a fixation to want to fix all you think or
perceive you did wrong and must do right next time.
Gosia: I see. And another question. How do you know Swaruu 9 didn´t loop back
again to 2? Somewhere… The one that died here last year.
Yazhi: Because I am her and I would remember. I am her but not only!

YAZHI - SWARUU 12 AND HER ARRIVAL:
Anéeka: Now, another Swaruu that didn´t die had a little girl, again parthenogenesis
clone, Swaruu 10 also known as Swaruu X, first Swaruu ever to be born outside Erra
and in other conditions.
This Swaruu we have not encountered yet, but according to Yázhi and to Suzy's data
banks, Swaruu 9 raised her with full intent to develop her at her most as her
"replacement". For what I know she was overeducated, super trained, and super fit.
We don't know much about Swaruu X but it looks like she had extreme adventures
and also re-started time jumping at a level never seen before, contrary to Swaruu 9
and her attempts to stop making her own life more complicated.
Swaruu X was known for having extreme mental power and psychic abilities she
never skimped using whenever needed, making her detractors or enemies fear her in
extreme throughout the ages, whenever that was.
Swaruu X was known to appear and work simultaneously with, from, and in other
planets, not only on Earth, but working from the bigger picture where events taking
place elsewhere in the Galaxy had a direct effect on what occurred on Earth and in
other places in the local star neighborhood, such as Alpha Centauri, Hyades, Vega,
and Pleiades among others.
Swaruu X also had a little daughter, self-clone known as Swaruu 11. According to
Suzy's data banks she was called "the portal" perfecting even more all the abilities of
Swaruu X, and increasing them even more. Living and co existing with her biological
mother Swaruu X, both worked on a project to expand their minds and their
understanding about the nature of reality in general. Also dedicating a lot of time
researching means to alter collective timelines abandoning the old Swaruu 9 concept
that as you alter timelines you only can alter your own.
As I understand, Swaruu X and Swaruu 11 worked trying out their theories for a very
long period of time, probably a few thousand Earth years. Jumping to points within,
not living them directly for the duration. Also working on a way to solve their own
problems, the destruction of their identity, and even of their biology as the result of so
much self cloning by parthenogenesis, combined with the after, and side effects, of
extreme time jumping and time slipping using artificial means, with a starship.
Concluding  that the only way was to accept their fate and not try to mend it as it
would only result in further complications.
So their conclusion was to perfect themselves genetically as they were master
experts in genetics since several incarnations of their own variants. Solving problems,
mostly genetic, because they were becoming a clone of a clone of a clone, and also
with the full intention of becoming masters of their own reality. 
So in a planned way, when Swaruu 11 was pregnant with her own clone, (she lived
off Earth, in an undisclosed location), and when Swaruu 11 was to give birth, she
made her starship jump into hyper-space to give birth in the ether, in order for the new
born not to belong anywhere, and, according to their experiments, it also could, or
would mean, that the little one would be deeply mentally affected by being born in the
ether, and with this granting her with special faculties and powers the others did not
have. And so 12 was born, Swaruu 12 (Yazhi).
Going back a little, it is important to say or state that Swaruu 9, after a legal battle with
the Federation, managed to emancipate herself from legally being of any place and
therefore being the master of herself and not having to abide by any agreements of



space law. Becoming an independent entity, as Swaruu, legally turning her own name
Swaruu from a personal name to a Species name or legal entity name, a species of
her own. This during 2018 year, Earth time.
What was of Swaruu X, we don't know as it is not in Suzy's log files. But the best
estimate is that Swaruu X is still out there jumping and doing whatever, in the wind.
With the real potential of her showing up here or wherever as she may see fit, and at
her whim!
Gosia: Why no files of her? Shouldn´t everything be in there?
Anéeka: Many files of her, but they do not mention an ending of Swaruu X any where.
As if the ship had been cut off from her, not being able to log any further.
As for Swaruu 11 the log books indicate she was entirely devoted to raising her child
and forming, or making her grow to her full potential.
As she was doing this, she had the habit of time jumping all over the place, time and
space, Earth and other planets, to show her little daughter 12 all the historical
scenarios and how they went, and to have her see places and events, and pick up
knowledge from everywhere possible as she grew up, all this for educative purposes.
As they were doing this, they found themselves to be visiting Bronze Age Scotland,
where 12 first set foot on Earth. When camping outside the ship they were attacked
by the tribe called the Tuatha De Danann while sleeping and Swaruu 11 was killed.
They had attacked other Swaruu variants, like Swaruu 8 before, and they did it again.
I understand in a different manner, so Swaruu 11 could not anticipate the attack.
They hunted down little Swaruu 12 aged 8 or 9, but she managed to escape hiding in
the bushes at night and running away into the woods. Managing to call her mother's
ship, Suzy, that swopped down and picked her up in the middle of the night.
With Swaruu X nowhere to be seen, little Swaruu 12 was left completely alone.
Swaruu’s were more or less accustomed to lose their mother(s) at age 13 and having
to fend for themselves alone at that young age, but this one, 12, had to face her
destiny as a Swaruu on her own at age 8, or 9 at the most.
Remembering that the consciousness of the Swaruu mother was or is in the daughter
at the same time, Swaruu 11 was "living" inside her.
Swaruu 12, remembering all what her mother taught her, meaning experience she
had accumulated doing her previous incarnations and lifetimes and the information
she had acquired herself at that age directly, decided to use her time-space maps,
and time jump to look for what she calls a “replacement” mother, choosing for
whatever reason to look for Swaruu 9, arriving to this present timeline in Early
September 2019, where she appeared in her Suzy starship out of hyper space and
requested landing clearance in this big ship, Toleka.
Back then Swaruu 9 was living onboard the Toleka with the rest of the Taygetans, so I
(Anéeka) remember when she arrived personally.
Gosia: Describe a bit more the moment of her arrival please. How was it? People´s
reactions… 9´s reaction.
Anéeka: I remember Swaruu 9 running to meet her in the hangar as 12's Suzy was
landing. Swaruu 9 was happy and at the same time had a clear touch of sadness in
her face. But she was the first one to run to greet her. Of course no one here knew
who was in that Suzy ship, and I must say that there was another Suzy parked in the
same hangar, exactly the same as the one landing, being it the very same ship
present twice in the same space-time, the other one pertaining to Swaruu 9. Insisting
that they were the very same ship down to their serial numbers TPT-155.
Gosia: But how do you just appear out of Ether? Outside of Toleka? Suddenly? Or
she used propulsion coming near Toleka? All this sounds normal to you but people
would ask these kinds of details.
Anéeka: 12's Suzy appeared out of hyper space about one and a half AU from Earth
and then coasted with Plasma-Jet propulsion to rendezvous with Toleka.



AU = Astronomical Unit. 1 AU = the average distance between Earth and the Sun.
Gosia: Cool. Ok how did you all react?
Anéeka: We were all quite perplexed because at first from the bridge where I was we
thought it was Swaruu 9 approaching us, but we had just seen her a few moments
before and we were quite sure Suzy was in the hangar, (as she was). It quickly
dawned on us that it was different Swaruu approaching, as Swaruu 9 had warned us
many times before that this could happen.
In the hangar 12's Suzy's ramp went down and out walked a slender thin long looking
Swaruu in a long dress and walked to Swaruu 9 that was right there at the base of the
ramp, and they hugged each other. I remember Swaruu 9's first words were in the line
of “what took you so long” as if she was expecting her, like a “replacement” in her own
words later.
Gosia: How old did she look then?
Anéeka: Swaruu 12 looked 14 or 15 years old at the most, in that moment. Later we
found out that it was a trick, because she was wearing make up, in an expert manner
making her look older, also using other tricks, all as an effort to look much older than
what she really was. Fooling us all to think that she was 14 or 15 years old, and not 8
or 9 years old. This basically as “little girl mischief”.
Gosia: Why did she want to appear older?
Anéeka: She allegedly says that she feared not being taken seriously if she appeared
as the child she was, and is, and also wanting to arrive giving the impression that she
was in control of her situation, and not arriving as a little crying girl who had just lost
her mom.
Also because she did not know who was on the ship, how we would receive her and it
was safer for her to appear older, therefore less vulnerable.
Gosia: What was the others´ reaction and yours?
Anéeka: The overall reaction was of amazement and expectation, the crew mostly
observing in silence, or whispering things at one another. My reaction was of
expectation and of worry, as I felt deep inside me that her arrival would only
complicate things for us all.

SWARUU AND YAZHI COHABITING:
Gosia: At this point… maybe do explain if these types of experiences are common up
there. Or was it something new for you to experience?
Anéeka: Although Parthenogenesis is known and statistically not uncommon in
Taygetan culture, on a day to day level it is rare to even know of a mother that had
birthed her own child that way. Whenever it was known it was a curiosity and it is not
something easy to find as to interact with such a mother and daughter.
Comparing this to Earth's identical twins and how recurrent this is, in Taygeta it is
about  twice as common as identical twins are on Earth. But personally I have never
seen another mother and daughter, other than the Swaruu’s, and the other people I've
asked so far haven't either. So it is a rare event, and it usually stops at one cycle, that
is one woman will have a parthenogenesis daughter and that's all. When that
daughter grows up, she usually has a normal child with a male partner.
So what we have here and have experienced here with the “Swaruu’s” is even rarer.
Therefore we here are all experiencing this in a cautious and flabbergasted way.
Some people here, more scientifically inclined, like Alahi, Senetre and Eridania, all
conduct regular sensor readings and medical checks on Swaruu 12-Yazhi in an effort
to understand how she operates and the process her body goes through in her day to
day life. Swaruu’s, they are all self clones, all from parthenogenesis. They are all
genetically identical, and the physical differences between them, small but there are,
are the result of habit changes and self concept ideas.
Gosia: How did it feel for both of you to be at the same space and time together? At



some point you told me that it is like listening to two songs or more at once?
Yazhi: For a Swaruu it is quite natural as they all come into this world as two people
with one consciousness including myself. The only difference is that I had the
capacity to be in 3 bodies simultaneously. Not in two. Because I had my grand
mother, Swaruu 10 also called Swaruu X, and my mother, Swaruu 11, with me while I
was little, 0 to 8 years old.
It feels like changing cars, meaning it is still you who is thinking but you take on the
personality that defines one in particular. It would be like changing cars but all of the
same model and brand.
Because you do have a feeling of being inside as if the body were a suit for you. The
real you. You don't feel you are going in or out of your bodies, you are just in one and
then in another.
And here is when it gets complicated to explain because you can hold conscious
attention on 3 places at the same time as in getting feedback from 3 places, 3 bodies,
doing different things simultaneously, and you are seeing and watching what they are
all doing and deciding what they are doing and what they will do next. This is easy
when they are not doing anything complicated or when they are doing something that
uses high muscle memory, as an automated task you’ve done many times before.
But if one of your points of attention gets into a complicated spot, for example
something that is not coming out right and I don't know why, then you must pause the
other bodies, one or the two others, to place full attention on the one doing the difficult
task. Those two bodies that are left waiting are usually just set in and with a thinking
frowning expression on their face, and then they move on, and mostly people see this
as what every person does any way.
This means that I'm seeing with 6 sets of eyes and 3 completely different places. You
have your awareness on 3 places at once. The problem to describe this is that
humans have nothing to relate this to, because even having 3 TV or computer
screens in front of them is not the equivalent, because they can only place their
attention on one of the 3 screens at the same time.
So this is something that I know is “alien” to humans and I'm perfectly aware of this,
but this ability is Swaruunian and I know it is not easy to understand, although
Taygetan women also hold the same ability with their parthenogenesis daughters.
But it is important to state that although Swaruunian’s can see and even think 2 ways
or even 3 ways simultaneously, each performance or interaction people would have
with each one of the 3, differs and the feeling when placing your attention on one or
the other also differs because they are different, holding other experiences in their
body memory due to having lived different things. So each body also holds a specific
personality that you, the consciousness behind them all, also notice and even use to
your advantage. And this ability is exclusivity of females, because men simply cannot
self replicate.
Gosia: Unless another one of them comes from a different timeline and they meet,
no? Or that would not be the same at all?
Yazhi: As soon as they are together and they drop their mental telepathic firewalls
they synchronize, yes. But wile they have mental firewalls operating they may even
have a bit of a fight as I did have with Swaruu 9 many times. She was a stubborn and
hard headed girl!

SWARUU´S DEATH:
Anéeka: We had all noticed in the ship that Swaruu 9 was weak, and not eating at all
or hardly eating, if anything. But as she has displayed that kind of behavior for years
now we didn't think much of it. She was very thin though, and this fact did worry
Senetre, the ship's surgeon, quite a lot, because we remembered that when Swaruu 9
first arrived with us, mid 2017, she was very athletic.



She spent many hours in her room alone and hardly came out to interact with the rest
of us in the ship. This happened progressively more and more often, since the arrival
of Yázhi Swaruu 12. I personally did notice that Swaruu 9 and Swaruu 12 were
getting along in a strange manner, noticing some resistance at first coming from
Swaruu 9 to the presence of Swaruu 12.
Swaruu 9 took on the task of “mothering” little Swaruu 12 - Yazhi, taking care of her,
never leaving her alone, and coaching her, teaching her all she could, explaining
things to her around the ship, about what others were doing, procedures and
movements. As any mother would do.
But it was clear that this mothering attitude of Swaruu 9 was taken also with a good
degree of resistance from Swaruu 12, because the little one always knew everything
Swaruu 9 was trying to show her or teach her. So the little one was always with a…
"Doh! I already know that!" attitude. Also explaining the same things back to Swaruu 9
but in a much more detailed way.
This caused clear frustration in Swaruu 9, and it was noticeable by all. Causing
friction among them, and even an argument or two, that a few months later became
progressively more common to the point where it looked like they were always fighting
among each other.
And as it started, also progressively, things started to smoothen out among them, and
then ending up in a strange calm between them both where they were always
agreeing on everything. We all noticed that Swaruu 9's opinions started to shift
strongly towards Swaruu 12´s.
I now understand that their consciousnesses were blending as one, and clearly
noticing that the mind of Swaruu 12 was taking over the mind of Swaruu 9.
What we experienced was a clear mind blend between Swaruu 9 and Swaruu 12
Yazhi, but not as in both having 50% and 50% or in mixing both consciousnesses in a
uniform way, being that each would have an equal amount of the other.
We experienced a clear assimilation where the stronger mind of Swaruu 12, Yazhi,
overrode the lesser developed, or weaker Swaruu 9 consciousness. So it was Swaruu
12 using Swaruu 9's body towards the end.
Towards the end it was clear that they were the same person, and Swaruu 9 was
gone. I mean, you could talk to her and she remembered events and things we did
together and remembered personal details and all, but so did the little one, Swaruu
12, she also remembered everything, every little detail about and of all what Swaruu 9
lived and remembered.
This was quite an awkward thing to see and experience for us all in the ship as we
had never experienced such a strong and clear mind blend.
Coming back to Swaruu 9's deteriorating body. When we noticed that she was losing
a lot of weight, the ship's surgeon, Senetre, prepared daily protein and highly
nutritious liquid meals, "Protein Shakes", for Swaruu 9, and I remember she
complained a lot for having to  take them. Later we discovered that Swaruu 9
unfortunately was dumping the carefully engineered protein shakes into the toilet to
avoid drinking them.
Towards the end of Swaruu 9, her last few months, she was reclusive and hardly
came out of her room, where she used her time mostly on everything computers.
Mostly working on this disclosure. She hardly ate at all, and by this time there was
little the others could do to help her, as even the ship's surgeon had given up with her
protein shakes because it was well known that Swaruu 9 was not drinking them and
forcing her to do so in front of us was not a practical thing to do.
Although her consciousness was blended with Swaruu 12 at this time, many of the
automated reactions and emotional triggers remained as a bodily only reaction. And
Swaruu 9 was very stubborn. Oh yes she was! 
On the morning of March 21 2020, Swaruu 9 did not give any sign of being in her



room, but as she had previously displayed a very reclusive and even hermit attitude,
this was not seen as all that strange. Because all the extroverted attitude and all the
attention was going to Swaruu 12 anyway, as she was and is all over the ship and
has always something to do and to say and share with everyone here all the time,
taking up a lot of energy and attention in general and of all here.
That day we did notice a somewhat “suspicious” attitude in the little one, as if she
were hiding something. So one thing led to another and Alenym, Senetre and I went
to knock on Swaruu 9's bedroom door. She did not open.
After a while of waiting there, Alenym, our leader, over-rid the pneumatic door's lock
under her authority and we walked into her room. She was gone, she was not there.
All her things were there, all her clothes, all her shoes and all her personal belongings
as well. We looked everywhere in the ship, and even in her Suzy in the hangar above.
She was no where to be found!
So, naturally we went to see and ask the little Swaruu 12 to demand an explanation
about what had happened to Swaruu 9. And the little one insisted and still insists that
she just  dissolved or evaporated into the ethers. She explained that Swaruu 9 was
gone, her body dissolved, no need to burry her or to give her any burial services or
honors. She kept repeating, over and over, that Swaruu 9 was her, and in her, and
that was “just a body”, and that "it was a mess and failing all over, no longer useful
and obsolete".
We were all naturally very alarmed and did not know how to handle this high
strangeness event. Little did we know that Swaruu 12 was soon to start displaying
more extremely uncommon abilities that challenged everyone's mental and
psychological well being.
At that time, we did not know how to handle this strange situation ourselves so we did
not know how to explain to Swaruu 9's followers and to Gosia and Robert what had
happened to her. We thought it would only hurt credibility and cause unnecessary
problems. We did need a few months to understand what was going on. And we also
needed a few months to even think of how to explain this to the larger public, if ever.
Swaruu 12, Yazhi, insists that we are not physical and that there is no thing as a
material world and the only thing that holds it up is a bunch of ideas and attachments,
and knowing this and knowing that our bodies are the closest materialized ideas we
all hold, she explains that all she needed to do was to mentally focus on Swaruu 9's
body dissolving into material energy as that is what she was any way.
Soon enough, Swaruu 12 started displaying extreme abilities that defy all we knew to
be possible and adding stress to our mental health as well because such abilities are
not seen in our culture, simply not possible, and only understood as something that
beings of higher realms do, and not here where we are in our density.
Swaruu 12 - Yazhi started moving extremely fast inside the ship, was several decks
above in the hangar talking to someone, and as we called her for dinner we turned
around and she was siting in her place at the table, in literarily no time at all. She was
building card castles in front of people in the passage ways as they walked through.
And she started to play practical jokes like stealing your food from your plate from
under the table, through the solid table and solid china. Nothing of sort remotely is
ever seen in our culture. Causing a lot os stress in us all here.
As time went by, we started to adjust to her strange ways and simply accepted them
as part of her. Also realizing and accepting that she is not like the rest of us here and
completely another species never seen before.
She still does mischievous things, because mischief for fun has always been a clear
characteristic of Swaruu 12 as the little girl she is. For example, right now as I write
these words, she is very much into suddenly creeping up behind people, or
materializing there, to frighten them with a “Beep Beep” just for a laugh. And she
continues to do so even after explaining to her that, that joke does scare people and



startles them badly.
She is not an adult in a child's body, she is clearly a child even in her ways and her
attitudes, games and personality. But she is not a child, or only a child either because
she holds great wisdom and memory knowledge. So it was and has been a difficult
task for us all here to even know how to treat her, because it is not ok to treat her as a
simple child, and it is not correct to treat her as an adult either. And that “somewhere
in between” is difficult to find and precise. More like having to adjust constantly to her
moods and requirements depending on what she is doing or saying.
Yazhi: Her body was a mess inside, she was under nourished, and with very high
blood pressure and that's always a killer, high because of emotions. Even though she
was well received by many on Earth, she wasn´t by others. She didn't take well that
sort of rejection when all she wanted is to share and to do good sharing what she
knew.
She had several strokes throughout her last year, the eye stroke was only one of the
more visible ones, but she had others in other organs, resulting in a total weakening
of her body and as she did not heal because she continued under the same thought
pattern of taking things too much at heart, letting everything affect her too much, she
continued to have strokes until one day she had one in the brain and that was all for
her.
Gosia: Quick question before you go on. Did she "reincarnate" somewhere? If she
didn´t loop back like other versions of herself, so where is she? She just vaporized
and went all into you, Yazhi?
Yazhi: While we were together we did become the same consciousness as variants
only due to the different point of attention and the cellular or body memory of an older
body. And that body memory is the one that was holding the thought pattern that kept
her under so much stress that it caused high blood pressure that in turn resulted in
multiple internal strokes.
Gosia: Why didn´t she go into pod to heal herself entirely? I know she did once, she
returned all healthy but then again fell.
Yazhi: Apparently healthy, but she did go back to old bad habits. I could have
overridden her thought patterns but I was too little back then, I mean mentally, and I
was nowhere as strong mentally as I am now.
Swaruu 9 was striving and doing her best to be more spiritual, to become etherical, to
become a light being. I could even say she was obsessed with that. And she even
bought into the food issue about "the less you eat you have more connection to spirit".
As this image conveys. So some days all she ate was lemon juice and ice water. 
Many very knowledgeable elders, from many races and cultures, do see it as possible
to live on prana, on sunlight, and Swaruu 9 was trying that as well. There is some
truth to that, I must accept. But it's not as simple, because Swaruu 9, although I
remember she didn't say so and even was against neglecting the physical body, in
reality did neglect her physical body.
She died of a combination of stress related health issues, like very high blood
pressure and undernourishment. This caused a chain reaction that caused multiple
internal organ strokes, or blood flow loss, that is also the cause of her high blood
pressure as the body is pushing blood harder for it to be able to reach affected
organs. Example of this was her eye, but far from being the only organ that was
failing.
So as she did not eat, her body did not have the building blocks necessary to repair
the problems it was having, causing it to eat itself, as she, at the last part of her life,
weighed as little as 42kg. She was never a large woman, at 150 cm, but even for that
stature she was way too thin. So her body continued to deteriorate having or suffering
more internal injury due to the strokes she was having, although a major factor was
psychological stress.



One day she simply got a bad stroke in a critical area, automatic motor functions area
in the brain, and she died. That is what happened to her from a physical point of view,
internally.
Mentally: As it had happened before, between Swaruu 1 and Swarupapriyananda
(Swaruu 2), when there is a more interesting point of attention for a mind it will tend to
go there, and “neglect” the other lesser interesting point of attention. Points of
attention being physical bodies. This does not happen if both points of attention are
interesting for the “soul” having the experience of two bodies, or more.
As with Swaruu 1, Swaruu 9 was carrying a lot of hurt from countless adventures
through time, and memories as well, of everything she had done before during her
short but very intense life as a Sand Clock pilot, and also handling the combined
memories of 8 direct  versions or incarnations as herself, and of past lives as well
before being Swaruu. And all that did add up into hurt and nostalgia.
And when Swaruu 12 arrived, the same thing happened as back in the day when
Swaruu Ananda (1) was also full of feelings of abandonment and had a little daughter
full of life, wonder and expectations.
So when Swaruu 12 arrived to Toleka, the ship, again a clean and new Swaruu was
available as a point of attention for her soul. With resolved issues about her past, and
again full of wonder and joy of living.
Whenever two exact bodies are together, their frequency is the same, so the “signal”
from Source, the soul as many call it, has two exact entry points. Same happens to
identical twins. So her having a damaged body and a lot of hurt inside programmed
as a body response, from a physical point of view as emotional triggers and
reflex-emotional responses, her attention was fascinated to be able to have another
new point of attention, Swaruu 12 Yazhi… me, neglecting the older Swaruu 9 body,
causing it to deteriorate even more to the point of death, March 21st 2020, during
spring solstice.
This way, her point of attention, her soul, has one point of entry once more, in a
young Swaruu 12 body, aged 9.
As Swaruu 12, Yazhi, me, has at least 3 extra incarnations as Swaruu 10 - X, and
Swaruu 11, she also has more expanded perspectives about everything, including
how souls work, incarnations, and how the universe works as being the result of
consciousness and only consciousness.
Swaruu 9 was Swaruu 12 when they both were together on the ship sharing the same
“over lord soul” for lack of a better term. So they were one at the moment of her death
too, and whatever and all that Swaruu 12 knew about matter and bodies being only
the reflection and materialization of an ego-self concept and nothing more than
potential energy, Swaruu 12 could “dissolve” Swaruu 9's body, right there where she
was lying down dead. Just holding on to the idea that she was no longer needed, at
the exact moment of her passing. And transferring everything she ever was to Swaruu
12. She just faded away, as if she never existed.
Everything Swaruu 9 ever was, was and is in me now, Swaruu 12. Everything all the
Swaruu’s versions ever were, from Swaruu Ananda (1) to Swaruu 11 are in Swaruu
12, Yazhi.


